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Preface
The fourteenth biennial Summer Program of the Center for Turbulence Research was
held during the period June 24 to July 20, 2012. This was the largest CTR Summer
Program to date with 91 participants from 14 countries. The participants included experimentalists, theoreticians and computational scientists.
This proceedings volume contains 46 papers which are divided into six groups: Fundamentals of Transition and Turbulence, Large Eddy Simulation, Uncertainty Quantification, Reynolds Averaged Modeling (RANS), Two-phase Flows, and Combustion. Brief
summaries of the accomplishments of each group are provided in the overviews that
precede the grouped papers.
The seven papers in the first group focused on analysis of transitioning and turbulent
boundary layers, a topic important to a wide range of engineering applications as well
as to the fundamental understanding of turbulence. Large-scale databases generated by
recent direct numerical simulations of turbulent and transitioning boundary layers are
analyzed with novel methodologies, yielding new insight into the processes behind transition. Three projects utilized dynamic mode decomposition (DMD) (Schmid, Journal of
Fluid Mechanics, 2010) to extract temporally coherent features from different transition
scenarios. Because of its flexibility, DMD also benefited two projects in the combustion
group, in the true spirit of collaboration engendered by the Summer Program. Further
statistical analyses and models led also to the evaluation of localized feedback control
strategies, as well as control achieved through polymer additives.
The next group of ten papers focused on large eddy simulation (LES) of flows in the
high-Reynolds number regime. The papers addressed topics ranging from fundamentals
such as subgrid-scale models to applications such as evaluating wind-turbine self-noise.
Two papers addressed particle methods for high Schmidt number flows.
Uncertainty quantification was the focus of the third research group. Naturally, this
field is at the core of Stanford’s Predictive Science Academic Alliance Program (PSAAP)
and is supported by both experimental and computational studies. The papers in this
group cover both the science of UQ as well applications of its tools to fluid flow problems.
Two-phase flows arise in many engineering applications, and are challenging to simulate
because of the additional physics and length scales associated with the interface between
phases. Seven papers addressed this topic with approaches ranging from direct simulation
using level set methods to stochastic models of interface dynamics to numerical methods
for the simulation of disperse phase flows.
The final group of ten papers center on the simulation of turbulent combustion. Because
of the large range of length- and time-scales introduced by combustion processes, subgridscale models quickly become necessary to simulate engineering problems of interest. Both
emission reduction and combustion instability were also topics addressed.
A key feature of the CTR Summer Programs are the weekly tutorials delivered by
invited speakers. For the 2012 Program the four tutorials were: Particle Methods (G.-H.
Cottet), Applications of the Dynamic Mode Decomposition (P. Schmid), Flow Control
(M. Jovanović), and Turbulent Wall Fires (A. Trouvé). The participants presented their
accomplishments on July 20, the final day of the program. In accordance to tradition,
this full day event was attended by colleagues from other universities, industry, NASA
and DOE laboratories. The fourteenth Summer Program coincided with the twenty-fifth
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anniversary of the founding of Center for Turbulence Research. To commemorate this
occasion, Prof. John Kim published a special review of the final presentations of the
Summer Program (Kim, Physics of Fluids, 2012).
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